THE FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING ACT
(C.C.S.M. c. F47)
Turkey Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 54/2002
Registered April 5, 2002

Manitoba Regulation 258/87 amended
1
The Turkey Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 258/87, is amended
by this Order.

2
The definition "marketing year" in section 1 is repealed and the
following is substituted:
"marketing year" means either the 52 week period or the 53 week period starting
in those calendar years where a Sunday falls on April 28th to 30th inclusive or on
May 1st to 4th inclusive and ending in the following calendar year where a Saturday
falls on April 27th to 30th inclusive or on May 1st to May 3rd inclusive;

3
Section 1 is amended by adding the following definitions in
alphabetical order:
"Aggregate Provincial Basic Allotment" means the quantity, expressed in
kilograms of turkey, equal to the aggregate of the basic allotments allotted to all
registered producers during a marketing year;
"Aggregate Provincial New Base" means the quantity, expressed in kilograms of
turkey, equal to the aggregate of the new bases allotted to all registered producers
during a marketing year;

4

Subsection 6(1) is repealed and the following is substituted:

6(1)
A registered producer's market allotment for each category of turkey for
which such producer has been allotted a basic allotment [other than for turkeys
marketed under any Breeder/Mature Program of the Board and except as otherwise
provided in subsection (2)] shall be calculated from time to time as follows:

* This order is made under the Manitoba Turkey Producers' Marketing Plan
Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 248/87 R and is Order No. 1, 2002 of the
Manitoba Turkey Producers.

1

(a) if the anticipated market demand for turkey produced in Manitoba during any
marketing year is more than the Aggregate Provincial Basic Allotment (such
difference called the “Shortfall”), but less than the Aggregate Provincial New Base,
the market allotment allotted to each registered producer for each category shall
be equal to that producer’s basic allotment for that category together with an
equal share of the Shortfall, subject to the provisions of section 7 hereof, so that
the anticipated market requirements for turkey during that marketing year are
met; provided, however, that the Board may issue temporary quota permits in
circumstances outlined in section 9 to registered producers for a marketing
period;
(b) if the anticipated market demand for turkey produced in Manitoba during any
marketing year is equal to the Aggregate Provincial Basic Allotment, the market
allotment allotted to each registered producer for a category shall be equal to such
producer’s basic allotment for that category; and
(c) if the anticipated market for turkey produced in Manitoba during any
marketing year is less than the Aggregate Provincial Basic Allotment, the market
allotment allotted to each registered producer for each category shall be
determined by the Board in such manner that all registered producers share, as
nearly as possible, a pro rata reduction from the market allotment they would
have received under clause (b), so that the anticipated market requirements for
turkey during that marketing year ought not to be exceeded.
5
The definition "Maximum Retirement Payment" in section 3 of the
Schedule is repealed and the following is substituted:
"Maximum Retirement Payment" means, for the marketing year commencing
April 28, 2002 and terminating May 3, 2003, the sum of $2.45; and for each
marketing year thereafter means the amount determined by multiplying such sum
by the Consumer Price Index for Canada for December of the calendar year
previous to the start of that marketing year and dividing such result by the
Consumer Price Index for Canada for December of the calendar year 2001, based
upon the Total Consumer Price Index for Canada as calculated and reported by
Statistics Canada, and confirmed to the Board by the auditor of the Board prior
to the start of that marketing year;

Coming into force
6(1)
This Order, except section 5, comes into force on the day it is
registered under The Regulations Act.
6(2)

Section 5 comes into force on April 28, 2002.

March 5, 2002

MANITOBA TURKEY PRODUCERS:
Emmy Byle
Chairman

Sheila Perry
Secretary
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APPROVED
April 4, 2002

MANITOBA FARM PRODUCTS
MARKETING COUNCIL:

Howard Motheral
Chairman

Gordon H. MacKenzie
Secretary

The Queen's Printer
for the Province of Manitoba
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